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When does a parallel primary loop make sense? 

It’s hard to have a discussion on modern hydronic heating and not talk about primary/secondary (P/S) 
piping. Listening in on such a conversation, someone new to hydronics might conclude that P/S is one 
of the latest innovations in hydronics. 
Not so. According to the Bell & Gossett Co., P/S piping dates back over 50 years (to 1954). You can 
read about this in the B&G publication, Primary Secondary Pumping Applications Manual (Bulletin 
No. THE-775), which I consider one of the classic references on the subject. 

Interestingly, the type of system this manual describes is not the piping configuration most designers of 
modern hydronic systems picture when the subject of P/S piping comes up. To be specific, the B&G 
publication describes parallel primary loop systems, whereas the majority of present designers working 
with residential and commercial applications of P/S piping are accustomed to series primary loops. The 
difference between these configurations is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1



After studying these two piping configurations, one might conclude that the series primary loop looks 
simpler in concept, as well as easier to construct. True, a series primary loop uses less pipe and fewer 
fittings. It doesn’t require the balancing valves seen in the parallel primary loop. The closely spaced 
tees in the series primary loop provide hydraulic separation between the primary loop and each 
secondary circuit—the same as in the parallel primary loop. So, why bother designing or building a 
parallel primary loop? 
The answer is that a parallel primary loop provides equal supply temperature to each secondary circuit, 
whereas a series primary loop does not. 

Having equal supply temperature to each secondary circuit is very important for chilled water cooling 
distribution systems. The terminal units in such systems must operate on a fairly narrow temperature 
rise to provide proper latent cooling (dehumidification). 

Maintaining equal supply temperature to each secondary circuit serving a heating load can also be 
important. Heat emitter sizing is simplified because the sequential temperature drop between 
successive secondary circuits that occurs in a series primary loop is not present in a parallel primary 
loop. 

One example of where a parallel primary loop can be useful in a heating application is the multizone 
minitube system shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2

In this system, each injection (e.g., secondary) circuit is supplied with the same water temperature from 
the crossover bridges on the parallel primary loop. The primary loop temperature in this type of system 
is usually reset based on outdoor temperature. As this occurs, each injection circuit receives the same 
change in water temperature.

Divvy It Up 



Figure 3

Flow proportioning through the crossover bridges in a parallel primary loop is regulated by how the 
“mains” are piped, as well as through balancing valves in each crossover bridge. Piping the mains in 
reverse return, as shown in Figure 3, encourages (but doesn’t guarantee) equal flows through the 
crossover bridges. Having such equal flows would be desirable if the load on each crossover bridge 
was about the same. In such cases, the balancing valves could, in theory, be eliminated.

Figure 4

In the more typical case where the secondary circuit loads are different, crossover flows should be 
proportioned to those loads as shown in Figure 4. Flow proportional balancing allows the temperature 
drop across each crossover bridge to be equal. Although this is desirable, it’s generally not crucial in 
heating system applications. A slightly higher temperature drop across one crossover bridge relative to 
another ultimately gets mixed away when all crossover bridge flows come together in the return main. 



What’s more important is ensuring the flow rate through each crossover bridge is equal to or slightly 
greater than the flow in the secondary circuit it serves. This prevents flow reversal at the closely spaced 
tees and subsequent mixing at the upstream tee. The latter will lower the supply temperature to the 
secondary circuit. 

Alternate Approaches 

The two key benefits of a classic parallel primary loop are: 

1) Hydraulic separation between simultaneously operating circulators; and 

2) Providing the same supply temperature to each secondary circuit. 

Other approaches that offer these same benefits include:

• Hydraulic separators;
• Low loss manifolds; and
• Pre-assembled P/S manifold systems.

An example of a piping system using a hydraulic separator is shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5

The hydraulic separator provides…well… hydraulic separation between the primary circuit (on the left 
side) and secondary circuit(s). It does so by creating a zone of low flow velocity (and hence very low 
differential pressure) where the two circuits come together. This zone provides an effect equivalent to a 
pair of closely spaced tees. In addition, the hydraulic separator serves as a separator for both air 
bubbles (which migrate to the top where they can be vented) and sediment (which settles to the bottom 
where it can be flushed out). 
The outlet side of the hydraulic separator is often a header, as shown in Figure 5. To minimize 
interaction between the simultaneously operating circulators, this header should have very little head 
loss. Size the header piping for a flow velocity of approximately two feet per second or less when all 
circuits are operating. Keep the supply and return headers as short as possible. These provisions allow 
the header to replicate the effect of primary/secondary circuit separation—arguably with simple piping 
design and fewer components. If the header will be installed vertically, include an air vent at the higher 
end. 



Figure 6

An example of a low loss manifold used for a minitube system is shown in Figure 6. The closely 
spaced tees in combination with the ultra low loss manifold piping create the hydraulic separation. The 
common supply manifold ensures equal supply temperatures. 
With either of these piping configurations, check valves must be installed downstream of each 
distribution circulator to prevent flow reversal. 

The options listed here are arguably simpler and use less hardware than a classic parallel primary loop. 
The latter makes most sense when the secondary circuits are spread throughout the building. In such 
cases, the parallel primary loop should be set up for reverse return flow. An example of such a system 
is shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 7

Still another option is a pre-assembled P/S manifold component. An example of such a device is shown 
in Figure 8. 
Notice the baffle with two holes near the left end of this device. This detail provides the hydraulic 
separation between the “primary chamber” on the left, and the “secondary manifold chambers” on the 
right. Up to four secondary circuits can be connected to this device. 

What About Series Primary Loops? 



Figure 8

In systems where there’s a 
significant difference in supply temperature requirements between secondary circuits, a series primary 
loop is a better choice. An example of the latter is a system using fin tube baseboard on one secondary 
circuit and low temperature radiant floor heating on another. The higher temperature secondary circuits 
should always be teed in near the beginning of the primary loop, with the lower temperature secondary 
circuits connected near the end. This sets the stage for a relatively high temperature drop around the 
primary loop, which in turn lowers flow requirements and reduces the size and power demand of the 
primary circulator. Primary loop temperature drops on the order of 30 degrees to 40 degrees F are 
entirely possible, and even desirable. 
Figure 9 shows a variation of the series primary loop intended to provide equal supply temperatures to 
each secondary circuit as well as hydraulic separation. The key to making this arrangement work is low 
head loss along the common piping. A flow-check or spring-loaded check should be installed in each 
secondary circuit to prevent flow reversal and heat migration. Also, to prevent flow reversal in the 
primary loop and subsequent reduction in the secondary supply temperature, be sure the primary loop 
flow rate is equal to or greater than the total of all secondary flow rates. 

Figure 9



This article has discussed both classic parallel primary loops and alternatives to them. All these 
approaches can provide a high degree of hydraulic separation and the same supply temperature to each 
circuit. Evaluate each potential application in terms of piping location, hardware requirements, and life-
cycle operating cost when making a selection.
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